Midweight Graphic Designer

- Location: Colombia (Hybrid or remote working)

About vLex

vLex is a global legal intelligence platform that provides legal professionals with access to the most extensive collection of legal and regulatory information in the world, all on one award-winning and unique platform. vLex develops cutting-edge technology, including artificial intelligence and data analytics, to help millions of users access the most relevant and accurate information.

Learn more about vLex: https://vlex.com/about-us

About the role

We’re looking for a well-rounded candidate, who can follow vLex’s brand’s vision and deliver digital and print material, from website elements to event merchandise, for vLex’s portfolio of products.

With a minimum of 3 years of experience, you will be able to use Adobe’s creative suite tools to a high standard, follow creative briefs, and take the lead on maintaining the company’s outwards-facing marketing material for consistency, quality and impact.

You should be an expert in crafting visual identities with a keen eye for detail. As a Midweight Graphic Designer, you will have the chance to showcase your multifaceted talent, from brainstorming branding concepts to shaping communications strategies. You will need a mix of creativity and strategic thinking to craft designs that get noticed and are adaptable to multiple projects. You are also able to present your ideas and confidently talk through your process.

We’re looking for someone who doesn’t just work with a team but becomes an integral part of it. You’ll collaborate, inspire, and be inspired by innovations within the field of legal technology.
As part of the application, you’ll be asked to provide a portfolio showcasing your brilliance in graphic design, visual identity and video editing – being able to talk through your ideas from conception through to execution - alongside some rough ideas to showcase your thought process.

Essentials

- Highly skilled in Adobe suite, Canva and video editing
- Excellent attention to detail
- At least 3 years of experience in a design role, agency or similar
- A genuine passion for visual identity, graphic design
- Strong presentation skills
- A team player, who will proactively work with others to get the job done
- Independence in completing tasks from start to finish
- Excellent written and verbal communication skills
- English language proficiency

Applying

Please share the link to your online portfolio when you apply.

You will be required to sit for a series of interviews.

All CVs and portfolio links should be sent to matt.terrell@vlex.com